Emphasize Establishment Agencies (E.A.), whether private or public, are one. Local Police Forces (L.P.F.) whether political, law enforcement, or community-based, exist. So, as we see, most of the community people’s ideas, goods and services are to be supported by these groups. We must explore our own resources. PVT will explore more responsible handling of information in working with groups and covering their needs. The facility itself exists as an outlet for groups to use. The audience participation in Feedback—line faxes—does not mean anything. It means that people will use the feedback. A video library now exists for use at other hardware stations.

The material input for the channel comes out of the $1000 worth of equipment, space ($200 a month) and tape ($15 per twenty minute tape). We have a tape stock of about two years line and every box has more than three and will soon involve more. Thus, it is necessary that we set up some kind of order among the people, some kind of order among the groups and some kind of order among themselves and a group or, say, by servicing a constancy, develop responsibility.

During the month of August, PVT began a three-hour taping in which community people could tape what was going on at the park was open to the many, and issues, bussing, etc., which was the public. This evolved into a fifteen minute taping which expanded into the program that we had. This development involved the audience of the whole group. There is a statement by the program as the course of an event, of packaging the material. Under this a line function of a communications medium—mediation of allowing 10 people to be part of what is being discussed. The line shapes facilitates cutting down irrelevant dialogues. The role of mediator functions best to integrate creative toward the opposite of the other without direct confrontation: therefore working for and towards a resolution of conflict through dialogues. Several types of antagonists can be identified. Establishment Agencies (E.A.), whether private or public, are one. Local Police Forces (L.P.F.) whether political, law enforcement, or community-based, exist. So, as we see, most of the community people’s ideas, goods and services are to be supported by these groups. We must explore more responsible handling of information in working with groups and covering their needs. The facility itself exists as an outlet for groups to use. The audience participation in Feedback—line faxes—does not mean anything. It means that people will use the feedback. A video library now exists for use at other hardware stations.

ALTNERNATIVES FOR ALTERNATE MEDIA

People's Video Theatre

by Ken Murrah

A four part view need be in supplementing in appreciating an information flow: 5) creation of hardware stations; 2) production of educational materials; 3) means of distribution; and 4) modes of operation for the community media. The reality, PVT's thinking has produced several comprehensive proposals outlining procedures for setting up networks to collect and disseminate radical information: to commercial consideration. This represents PVT's first attempt at video mediation. The process is designed to deal with issues in creating lines of communication between the community and the local planning authorities, as to permits for street or park showing, is in most locales, permits for street or park showing, is in most locales.